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About us
We are a manufacturer and supplier of modern parking systems. The MODULO portfolio includes 9 product categories
within which we offer several dozen different variants of devices. Parking platforms are the perfect solution for the lack of
parking spaces in cities and a recipe for additional parking space in single- and multi-family housing. The universal structure
of MODULO parking systems makes them an integral part of the building or a completely independent free-standing facility.

We design all our products from scratch and manufacture them in our factory located in Koronowo near Bydgoszcz. Our
engineers watch over every stage of the production process and test components. Rigorous selection allows us to work with
proven suppliers and shortens the delivery time of components. We guarantee flexibility to match the product to customer
requirements, and an individual approach to each project.

Our proprietary technology, the highest quality materials used in the production of parking systems and galvanizing the
entire structure gives Modulo parking systems longer service life and high resistance to environmental conditions. As
standard, all of our products are equipped with a hydraulic security system. Specially designed hydraulic system and safety
devices guarantee safe operation of the devices even in emergency situations.
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Types of parking platforms
Independent parking platforms
The usage of the pit allows you to hide the car below the
level of the access road, and on the place created in this
way another vehicle can be parked. Construction of this
type of platforms enable the use of any parking space
regardless of whether the others are occupied by other
cars.

Parker-C
Parker-S
Parker-O

Dependent parking platforms
Thanks to this system, the car parked on the platform can
be lifted up and a second car can be parked below. The
car above is dependent from the car below, the car on
the ground level has to leave to lower the upper platform.
This kind of parking systems is characterised with light
construction and easy assembly.

Stacker-P
Stacker-V
Stacker-X

Semiautomatic/multilevel parking systems
Advanced devices using two or more parking levels.
They can be installed both inside or outside the building
and can offer up to 6 levels of parking spaces. Each of
the parking spaces can be used independently from the
rest. Selected variants might be equipted with gates and
remote control.

LS
LSM

Sliding pallets
This kind of system, unlike our others products, does
not offer the possibility of raising the car up or hidding it
underground. It is a system of sliding parking places,
moving in the X or Y axis, the installation of which allows
us to create additional parking spaces without the need
to build access roads.
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Pallet

Independent parking platforms

THE PARKER-C SERIES
MODULO PARKER-C allows you to park up to four
cars in one system, with entry and exit for each of them
being independent. The system, using a small area,
allows to easily double the number of available
parking spaces without the need to expand the building in
height. This system is available in many variants - even
for vehicles with a height of 2 m. This is the most
standard, universal and most widely chosen solution,
dedicated to every type of parking spaces.

Standard products in this series
PARKER-C100

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO PARKER-C

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

Send e-mail
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Independent parking platforms

PARKER-C100

THE PARKER-C SERIES

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO PARKER-C

Go to the product on the website
Download technical card
Watch our products on YouTube
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Independent parking platforms

THE PARKER-S SERIES
The concept of this system is based on a slightly
slanted platforms that enables the doubling of parking
spaces in the garage hall keeping the appropriate height
of the specific parking space. This is especially important
in the case of underground parking lots with limited
height. MODULO PARKER-S is dedicated to garage halls
and underground garages. Particullary intended to those
investments in which we have limitations of the ceiling
height or the depth of the pit (e.g. in where groundwater
prevents deep excavations). In addition reducing the
parking height may allow additional levels in the project.

Standard products in this series:
PARKER-S100

Enables the minimization of
the depth of the pit.

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

PARKER-S110
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Enables the minimization of
the heigth of the ceiling.

Send e-mail
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Independent parking platforms

PARKER-S100

THE PARKER-S SERIES

Enables the minimization
of the depth of the pit.

Go to the product on the website

Download technical card
Watch our products on YouTube
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Independent parking platforms

PARKER-S110

THE PARKER-S SERIES

Enables the minimization of the
heigth of the ceiling.

Go to the product on the website
Watch our products on YouTube
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Independent parking platforms

THE PARKER-O SERIES
MODULO PARKER-O100 is an independent platform
designed for individual users and home parking lots.
If you have two cars and you want to save space it is
the perfect solution for you. Due to the fact that the
construction hides completely underground, it is possible
to arrange the upper platform as a uniform surface
with the terrain around, blending it into the driveway or
access road design.

Standard products in this series:
PARKER-O100

Variant where the upper
platform complies with the
level of floor or ground
(elements do not protrude
above surface).

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

Send e-mail
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Independent parking platforms

PARKER-O100

THE PARKER-O SERIES

Variant where the upper platform
complies with the level of floor or
ground v(elements do not protrude
above surface).

Go to the product on the website
Watch our products on YouTube
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Dependent parking platforms

THE STACKER-P SERIES
MODULO STACKER-P is a product designed for
facilities requiring a small number of parking spaces, for
example: small businesses, small flats/apatrment houses
or hotels. It will work great also in the private garage.
It is extremely easy to operate and convenient to use.
One of the advantages of STACKER-P parking systems
is the fact that the platform outline may cover the entire
parking space below, which is an additional cover for the
car below.

Standard products in this series:
STACKER-P10

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO STACKER-P

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

Send e-mail
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Dependent parking platforms

THE STACKER-P SERIES

STACKER-P10

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO STACKER-P

Go to the product on the website
Download technical card
Watch our products on YouTube
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Dependent parking platforms

THE STACKER-V SERIES
The MODULO STACKER-V is a system dedicated to
places with limited height - the upper platform is
tilted and lowered at a slight angle to use the most of the
available space. This solution is ideal for garages with
low ceilings e.g. in multi-family buildings or public
institutions. It is the lightest of all Modulo systems.
What’s important, the space required for the system is
a space of a standard parking space with 2,5 meter width.

Standard products in this series:
STACKER-V10

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO STACKER-V

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

Send e-mail
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Dependent parking platforms

THE STACKER-V SERIES

STACKER-V10

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO STACKER-V
Go to the product on the website

Download technical card
Watch our products on YouTube
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Dependent parking platforms

THE STACKER-X SERIES
MODULO STACKER-X is a system based on a unique
scissor mechanism. It is designed for comfort and, at the
same time, offers very visually attractive storage of two
cars, using only one traditional parking space. It is the
perfect solution for collectors and car dealers wanting
to present vehicles in an attractive way while saving
money on parking space. The STACKER-X will do a great
job also at all kinds of fairs and automotive shows. One of its
advantages is the ability to fold in the way that no
elements of the constuction protrude above the
platform. Thanks to this, this system is perfect for outdoor
installation.

Standard products in this series:
STACKER-X10

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO STACKER-X

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

Send e-mail
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Dependent parking platforms

STACKER-X10

THE STACKER-X SERIES

The most popular and
universal variant
MODULO STACKER-X
Go to the product on the website

Watch our products on YouTube
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Semiautomatic/multilevel parking platforms

THE LS & LSM SERIES
The LS and LSM series are products for special tasks, offering the
greatest possibility of adjusting the number of parking spaces to the
customer needs. In selected configurations, thanks to the possibility
of installation of sliding gates and full automation, it is not necessary
to exit the vehicle to recall the assigned parking platform (this can be
done, for example, with an individual remote controller). The system
can be expanded both vertically and horizontally and cover floors from
-1 to even +4. This is the most universal of our products. Thanks to
the speed of operation, control pilots and the possibility of adjustment
any quantity of parking spaces, the system is suitable for many
different projects. Both for the case of residential investments and as
multi-storey parking lots in a company or public building.

Standard products in this series:
LSM1000

Anchored to the floor, it offers
the possibility of almost unlimited
extensions horizontally and
vertically from level 0 to even +4.

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

LS1000
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Offering two or three levels of
vehicle parking spaces in various
configurations (0, + 1; -1.0, +1;
-1.0). Platforms at level 0
move horizontally, in levels
-1 and +1 vertically.

Send e-mail
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Semiautomatic/multilevel parking platforms

LSM

THE LSM SERIES

Anchored to the floor, it offers
the possibility of almost unlimited
extensions horizontally and
vertically from level 0 to even +4.
Go to the product on the website
Watch our products on YouTube
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Semiautomatic/multilevel parking platforms

LS

THE LS SERIES

It offers two or three levels of
vehicle parking spaces in various
configurations (0, + 1; -1.0, +1;
-1.0). Platforms at level 0
move horizontally, in levels
-1 and +1 vertically.
Go to the product on the website
Download technical card
Watch our products on YouTube
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Sliding pallets

THE PALLET SERIES
MODULO PALLET is a system based on automatic
sliding pallets. Unlike other MODULO products, this one
does not offer parking spaces above or below the other,
but allows you to automate parking on a given area,
preventing such situations like incorrectly parked vehicles
or collisions in the parking lot. It is also a significant space
saving solution, as the platforms move around the
designated area and require much less space to maneuver.
This system is perfect in places where the two-level
systems cannot be installed due to the limited height or
the requirements of the surrounding infrastructure.

Standard products in this series:
PALLET-T10

Single pallet variant
moving along the X axis
(right-left)

Not sure if this device will
be suitable? Or maybe you
need a customized solution
for your project?
Send us an email!
office@moduloparking.com

Send e-mail
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Sliding pallets

PALLET-T10

THE PALLET SERIES

Single pallet variant moving
along the X axis (right-left)

Go to the product on the website

Download technical card
Watch our products on YouTube
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PJP MAKRUM S.A.
Plac Kościeleckich 3
85-033 Bydgoszcz
VAT ID: PL 554-023-40-98

y
Send us message
Instagram
YouTube

Contact us!
office@moduloparking.com
www.moduloparking.com

